In this paper we shall investigate algebras which generalize Lie algebras, Malcev algebras and binary-Lie algebras (every two elements generate a Lie subalgebra). Such an algebra A is called an extented Lie algebra (briefly el-algebra) and is defined by xy --yx and J(x, y, xy) -0
for all x,y in A where J(x, y, z) -xy-z + yz-x + zx-y. We prove the following. THEOREM. Let A be a simple finite dimensional el-algebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, then A is a simple Lie algebra or the simple seven dimensional Malcev algebra if and only if the trace form, (x, y) = trace R x Ry, is a nondegenerate invariant form.
The identities for right multiplications in the Lie [1] and Malcev [2] algebras mentioned in the theorem yield that the form (x, y) is nondegenerate and invariant i.e. {xy, z) = {x, yz); so this paper is concerned with the converse statement. All algeras considered in this paper are finite dimensional.
2 Precartan subalgebras* In this section we shall consider subalgebras of an arbitrary anti-commutative algebra analogous to Cartan subalgebras of a Lie algebra. DEFINITION. A subalgebra N of an anti-commutative algebra A is a precartan subalgebra if
N is a nilpotent Lie subalgebra of A; 2. the mapping N-> E L (A): n --> R n is a representation of N where R x or R(x) denotes the mapping α -* ax and E L (A) denotes the Lie algebra of all linear transformations on A.
Thus N is a Lie subalgebra of A such that there exists an integer k with ( {n λ n^ n k ) = 0 for all n t in N and [R n , R m ] -R nm for all n, m in N.
Now R(N) -{R n :ne N} is a Lie algebra of linear transformations which is also a nilpotent Lie algebra of linear transformations: Cartan subalgebras are difficult to find, however if there exists an element u in A such that N -A(R U , 0) is a precartan subalgebra of A over an algebraically closed field, then N is a Cartan subalgebra. The following notation will be used: if h(x l9 , x n ) is a function of n indeterminates such that for any n subsets B { of A the elements h (b l9 , 6 n ), for 6< e ^, are in A, then /&CBi, β , B n ) denotes the linear subspace spanned by all the elements h(b u •••,&») for b { e B { . Also we shall identity the element b and the set {b}.
3. Identities* We shall now restrict ourselves to el-algebras, that is, we assume the algebra A satisfies for all x,y in A. First we note for any anti-commutative algebra A that a straightforward calculation yields (3.2) wJ (x, y, z) -xJ(y, z, w) + yJ(z, w, x) -zJ(w, x, y) = J (wx, y, z) + J(yz, w, x) + J (wy, z, x) + J(zx, w, y) + J (wz, x, y) + J(xy, w, z) for all w, x, y, z in A.
Next a linearization of (3.1) yields (3.3) J(xy, y, z) + J(zy, y,x) = 0
for all x, y, z in A and a further linearization of (3.3) yields (xy, w, z) for all w, x, y, z in A. Combining (3.2) and (3.4) we have (3.5) wJ (x, y, z) -xJ{y, z, w) + yj(z, w, x) -zJ(w, x, y) = 3[J(wx, y, z) + J(yz, w, x) ]
For the remainder of this paper we shall assume A is a simple, finite dimensional el-algebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero; however it should be clear when these various conditions can be relaxed. Let N be a precartan subalgebra of A and decompose
relative to R(N). Next let m,ne N and w,zeA, then from (3.4) we have 
Thus for every m f ne N and w,ze A,
where z x -zR n and z k -z k -λ R n + zR{mRl) k -2, 3, . Let { be the dimension of A(N, 0), then choosing k large enough e.g. k ^ I + 2 and using iVc A(iV, 0) we have mR k = 0 and
where k Ξ> I + 2, ^^ = wiϋ£ and now ^f c = z k^R
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We shall use (3.8) with the following lemmas to prove Lemma 3.10, 0 = p(h) Φ σ(h) . Now there exists k e N so that R k is nonsingular on A(N 9 p), since p Φ 0 and so -J(wn, n, ^_i), using (3.3) .
Therefore for x -z k^e A(N, σ) we have from (3.13)
and by induction
But 
Using the usual Lie algebra arguments we combine (3.12) and (3.14) to obtain
Next we prove
For let ne N,xe A(N, P),yz A(N, σ) and ze A(N 9 τ), then assuming first that p Φ σ + τ we have, using (3.5) and (3.12) or (3.14) , (nx, y, z) .
and we proceed by induction to conclude J(x, y f z){R n -Zp(n)iy = 0 for large enough t .
Thus with pΦσΦτφpwe conclude
By the symmetry of the p 9 σ and τ we also conclude
Now suppose p == σ + τ. If σ -p + τ, then τ = 0 and therefore σ -p, a, contradiction; thus σ ^ /? + τ. Similarly we have τ Φ p + σ and from these we may conclude J (A(N, p) , A{N, σ), A(N, τ) ) c A(N, Sσ) n A(ΛΓ, 3τ) = 0 .
Next suppose p Φ σ + τ. If both σ = /> + r and τ = p + σ we obtain σ = r, a contradiction; thus σφ p + τ or τΦ p + σ and using the equations involving J (A(N, p), A(N, σ) , A{N, τ)) we see that this expression is also zero in case p Φ σ + τ. This completes the proof. 4* Some assumptions* The el-algebra identities do not appear strong enough to determine A(N, αf in any reasonable manner, so we assume N is a precartan subalgebra such that Proof. If conclusion (2) holds, the result is trivial. So assume conclusion (1) 
From this it follows that
[A(N, β)A(N, -β)]A(N, 0) c [A(N, β)A(N, 0)]A(N, -β) + [A(N, -β)A(N, 0)]A(N, β) c A(N, β)A(N, -β) and so BA(N, 0) c Σ [Λ(N, β)A(N, -β)]A(N, 0) + Σ A(N, α)A{N, 0)<zB .
J(xy, s, t) = J(^, s, t) + J(st, x, y)
= J(ίcs, ί, #) + J(ίj/, a?, s), using (3.4) = 0, using (3.15) .
COROLLARY 4.4. If A is an el-algebra as in Theorem 4.2 which satisfies conclusion (1), then the mapping A(N,0)-+R(A(N,0)):m-+ R m is a representation of the Lie algebra A(N, 0).
Proof. From Corollary 4.3 it suffices to prove
Let w e A(N, β) and y,ze A(N, 0), then for any n e N we have (zn, w,y), using (3.12) and by induction we have
But for large enough t, zRl = 0 and so for any ne N and t large enough J{wR ι ny y,z) = 0. However there exists in ne N so that R n and therefore R ι n is nonsingular on A(N, β) and the usual argument proves the corollary. Proof. From Corollary 4.5 it suffices to prove A(N, 0) is a nilpotent Lie subalgebra and the proof in [1, Th. 3.1] can easily be modified to prove this fact.
Next we investigate the symmetric bilinear form (x,y) -trace R x R y and impose a condition on it which is satisfied by Lie and Malcev algebras and implies assumption (4.1). Some notation: for xeA or S, TaA, (x 9 
S) denotes {(x,S):seS} and (S,T) denotes {(s, t): se S and te T}. (x, y) is an invariant form if (xy, z)
= (x, yz) for all x, y, z e A. (1), (2) Suppose (x, y) is a nondegenerate invariant form, then there exists ne A such that (n,n) = trace R 2 n Φ 0; otherwise by linearization, (x, y) = 0 for all x 9 ye A. Thus JK n is not nilpotent and we can choose an element u e A such that A Φ A(R U , 0) and u regular. Thus N o = Fu is a precartan subalgebra such that A Φ A(N Q , 0). Next let a Φ 0 and x, y e A(ΛΓ, α) and a, # e A(iV, α) and &# = s 0 -t-Σβ^o ^β where iV is any precartan subalgebra. Now for y Φ 0 we have (s 0 , A(JV, 7)) = 0, using part (1) .
For 7 = 0 we have
Thus (z 0 , A) = 0 and since (a?, y) is nondegenerate z 0 = 0.
For the remainder of this paper we shall assume (x, y) is a nondegenerate invariant form on A. With this assumption we may conclude that A has a precartan subalgebra N o such that (4.1) actually holds, A Φ A(N 0 , 0) and A(N 0 , 0) is a Cartan subalgebra. Thus we may assume the existence of a Cartan subalgebra N -A(N, 0) Φ A satisfying 4.1, and call A "the usual el-algebra." We shall work with a fixed Cartan subalgebra described above and use the notation A(a) or A a for A(N 9 a) and also N for A{N, 0). The proof of the following is similar to the proof for Lie algebras [1, where n p is determined in (4). 7. p(n p ) Φθ if pφO. We shall prove (7) since its proof is different from the proof of the corresponding statement in [1] . First we need LEMMA 4.9 Let A = ΛΓ© Σ«*oΆ(#) be the usual el-algebra with
Cartan subalgebra N = Σ«^o A(a)A(-a). Let <f> be any weight of N and p any nonzero weight of N and let he Σ7=i A(ip)A(-ip). Then φ(h) -rp(h) where r is a rational number.
Proof. If φ -rp for some rational number, then we are finished. Otherwise φ Φrp for any rational number r and we consider summed over all weights a. Now we can find an element x_ p e A{-p) such that (ccp, cc_ p ) -1 and therefore from 4.8.6, n p -X-P x p and so using Lemma 4.9 we have a(n p ) = rp{n p ) = 0 where r is a rational number depending on a and p. Therefore p{n) -0 i.e. p -0, a contradiction.
Finally we use the nondegenerate invariant form (x, y) to obtain more information on A{af. where c e F. Thus J5* = /λF is of dimension one.
COROLLARY 5.3. So we now assume Proof. It suffices to show that for any weight a Φ 0 we have J(z if Zj, n σ ) = 0 where n σ is determined in Theorem 4.8.4; for we see that the elements n σ span N as a vector space. Now iί σ = Xp where λeί 7 , it is easy to see that n σ -\n p and so from Proposition 5.6 J(z if Zj, n σ ) -0. Next assume a is not a scalar multiple of p and choose elements x σ and #_ σ as in Theorem 4.8.6 so that X-σ x σ = n σ . Now noting that ^ eA(-pf c A(/θ) 0 A(-2|0) we have, using 3.15, (2) J(z, x, z m ) = 0 for all zeP. Then from Lemma 5.5 and the hypothesis we see xz m = Xn p where X Φ 0 and using the standard Lie algebra trace argument we shall show that the dimension of U is one.
B(p) = Σ* A(-Put i2(w p ) into its Jordan canonical form on A(-p). Thus we can write
A(-p) = 17(1, -p) 0 0 U(k, -p)J(Zj--l9 z 5 -l9 n p ) = = J(z 3^1+k , %^1 Λ n p ) = 0 for i -1 < j -1 + k < m;
J(z { z h x-σ , x σ ) e J(A(p),
Suppose (1) and (2) have been proved and consider the trace argument. From (2) we see
Thus as linear transformations on P we have
and so trace P i2(^p) = 0. But from the matrix of R(n p ) on P we see
We now prove (2) . If z = x or z = n p , the result follows. If z e U u then use Proposition 5.8. Finally if z e U i for i > 1, then j? e A(-ip) and so J(z, x 9 zj e J(A (-ip) 9 A{ρ), A(-p)) = 0. Now for an arbitrary element ze P use the above and linearity.
Next we prove (1 Finally we shall show P is _#(#)-invariant. The elements xR(x) 9 n p R(x) and z^R(x) = λ^p are all in P, Thus it suffices to show U { R{x) c P for i > 1. Now from Proposition 5.8 we have
Thus (ZiZj)R(x) = \n p Zj -XjUpZt e U ι which yields U 2 R(x) c U λ . Now assume UiR(x) a Ui-U then since U i+1 = VJJ^ and P { c4(-i/)) we have for any a -Σ α^Zj € Ϊ7 ί+1 that 0 = J(α ίy , s y , a?)
where by the induction hypothesis δ^ = a α^ G C/^j. Thus we conclude Proposition 5.11 means R(n p ) can be diagonalized on A(-p) and by a symmetrical argument R(n p ) can be diagonalized on A(p). Similarly R(n kp ) can be diagonalized on A(± kp). But since n kp -kn p we see R(n p ) can be diagonalized on A{± kp) and therefore on the weight space subalgebra B(p). We use these facts in the remainder of this section to show that B(ρ) = A(-ρ)@n p F@A{p). Let v be a fixed element in A(p) where p is any nonzero weight and let
E{v) = {x e A(p): xv e A(2p)} .
Since v ve E(v) . We shall now show (vn p , y, x) -pJ(v, y, x) , since yx e n p F = pJ (y, x, v) . Therefore J(y, x, v) = 0 and from this, (xv)y = (α;7/)v + ίc(^) e ^F + xFdE.
Now assume (ER(v) j )R(y) a ER(v) j -\ then for w = zR(v)e ER(vY +1
where s e JE' JSίv)^ c A((i + l)<o) we have 0 = J(z, v, y) = + (vy)z + (i/2)v. From this we obtain
where z f -yzz ER{v) ά~x using the induction hypothesis. Thus by the choice of w we have (ER(v) j+1 )R(y) c JBB(t )N ext we prove (2) . First if q -y or q -n p , then J(q, v, y) = 0. Now for qe E we see from the above proof that J (q, v, y) -0 (by the change of notation of x to q). Now for q 6 ER(v) j c A((i + 1)^) we have by (3.15), J(q, v, y) -0. Thus by linearity we have for all qeQ, J(Q, v, y) = 0.
Next we apply the standard trace argument. On Q we have from (2) that q ([R(v) 
this (zx)y e A(-2ρ) + A(-3p)A(ρ)a A(-2ρ).
Thus the element zxeA(~ 2p)A{p) czA (-p) is contained in the set E(y) discussed in Lemma 5.12 and E{y) equals yF.
Thus A{-2p)R(x)ayFaR so that R is iu(a;)-invariant. Next we shall show that C always contains an element with a nonzero coefficient for n p . Suppose c = Σc { x { + Σ c^ e C and assume some c k Φθ, then Next we investigate the identities for B{p) more closely. This last equation shows that x { Xj Φ 0. Now 0^2/ = ^ ei(-ίj) and therefore there exists x k e A(σ) so that yx k Φ 0; for, otherwise yA(σ) = 0 and from this we obtain (y, A(σ)) -0 and so y -0. From (6.7) we see that x k Φ x { or x k Φ x 3 -and so we have three distinct elements x if x J9 x k e A(σ) such that, using (6.5) and (6.4), 0 Φ ^ (XiX^Xf, = J(x iy Next we consider Malcev algebras [2] . This is an algebra which satisfies the identities obtained by introducing commutation x o y = xy -yx as a new multiplicative operation in an alternative algebra. In particular if this is done in the split Cayley-Dickson algebra C, then we obtain an eight dimensional anti-commutative Malcev algebra C~\ In this algebra the identity 1 of C is such that 1 ox = 0 for all xeC and so we set C° = C~/1F. It can be shown that C° is a simple Malcev algebra which satisfies the identities xy --yx and J(x, y, xz) = J (x, y, z) 
